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The past decade has seen signiﬁcant growth in the use of ‘crowdsourcing’ and open innovation
approaches to engage ‘citizen scientists’ to perform novel scientiﬁc research. Here, we quantify and
summarize the current state of adoption of open innovation by major pharmaceutical companies. We
also highlight recent crowdsourcing and open innovation research contributions to the ﬁeld of drug
discovery, and interesting future directions.
Introduction
The ecosystem required to cultivate the discovery, development,
distribution, and marketing of novel chemical material is a complex-adaptive system [1]. 2018 saw a record number of new drug
approvals from US regulators, exceeding the previous record of 50
set in 1996 [2], while 48 new drugs were approved in 2019. It is too
soon, and too complex an environment, to distinctly attribute
patterns of {system, structure, and process} manifest in the ecosystem that have contributed to this signiﬁcant rise in output. However, in a recent contribution looking to explore this signiﬁcant
increase in approvals, the role and continued promise of crowdsourcing was highlighted. Speciﬁcally: ‘In fact, it is not a stretch to
imagine that, in the not-so-distant future, much of drug discovery
will be crowdsourced. It is a more efﬁcient model to explore disease
space and identify opportunities than the inﬂexible programs of
many large companies, which are driven by the needs of their
marketing franchises with scant consideration to what science can
deliver.’ [3].
Crowdsourcing as a common term was introduced in a 2006
issue of the popular technology magazine Wired [4], wherein it
was described as an internet-enabled approach that harnessed the
ability of agents external to an organization. However, examples
of crowdsourcing pre-date the internet, with one of the bestknown being the British Government’s establishment of the
Longitude Act during the 18th Century. The winning solution,
a device able to specify longitude at sea to an unprecedented
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accuracy (the chronometer), came from an unexpected source,
John Harrison, a carpenter and clockmaker by training [5]. This
highlights an important feature of crowdsourcing as an organizational resource: solutions can come from unlikely quarters
[6,7].
Closely related to crowdsourcing are the practices of open
innovation and citizen science. A formal description of open
innovation was made by Chesbrough in 2003, such that: ‘[it is]
a paradigm that assumes that ﬁrms should use external ideas as
well as internal ideas, and internal and external paths to market,
as the ﬁrms look to advance their technology.’ [8]. This deﬁnition
was subsequently reﬁned by Chesbrough, wherein he focused on
describing an intentional procedural act: ‘a distributed innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge ﬂows
across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechanisms in line with the organization’s business
model.’ [9].
Citizen science, the involvement of the general public in research, is a speciﬁc example of crowdsourcing, focused solely on
the sciences. Our prior example of the determination of longitude
is an example of both the practice of citizen science and of
crowdsourcing.
In January 2017, the American Innovation and Competitiveness Act (AICA) became law, with Section 402 of the AICA, the
Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science Act, providing broad authority
to Federal agencies to use crowdsourcing, speciﬁcally citizen science, to advance those agency missions and to foster greater public
engagement. Speciﬁcally, the Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science
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Act defines crowdsourcing as: ‘a method to obtain needed services,
ideas, or content by soliciting voluntary contributions from a
group of individuals or organizations especially from an online
community.’
Furthermore, the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
defines open innovation: ‘[as encompassing] activities and technologies to harness the ideas, expertise, and resources of those
outside an organization to address an issue or achieve specific
goals.’
That these tools have been formally codified by the US Government highlights both their utility and growing role in the practice
of ‘innovation’ and broadening public participation [10]. There are
numerous obvious similarities between these definitions of crowdsourcing and open innovation such that, on an abstract level, they
represent structured ways for focused engagement to occur across
organizational boundaries. Open innovation, as defined earlier,
remains the broadest, most inclusive, approach for involvement of
an ‘Other’, and the term that could be used to most readily provide
a framing for the broader strategic intent of an organization. For
the sake of clarity, the term ‘open innovation’ will be used
throughout, and interchangeably, with the terms ‘crowdsourcing’
and ‘citizen science’, unless a specific facet of a given approach
warrants explicit description. Similarly, for the remainder of this
article, where definitions are important, those adopted by the US
Government are used.
Here, we review a recently published contribution wherein a
strategic framework was posited regarding the utilization by an
organization of crowdsourcing methodologies [11]. The framework itself provides a unifying view on how organizations could
meaningfully engage a group of ‘Others’, and the hope remains
that the framework serves as an organizing principle for leaders to
coordinate, strategize, and operationalize ongoing ‘networked
activities’. We revisit this framework in the context of open
innovation to validate its utility given this broader definition,
making what was an implicit connection explicit in its domain of
application.
We then proceed to review the use of open innovation
approaches by the pharmaceutical industry, exploring the current
state of adoption, highlighting recent successes and challenges
appropriately. Following this, we present several recent uses of
open innovation within the life sciences, with a focus on drug
discovery and development. This leads into a discussion of future
directions. Specifically, the following four areas are discussed: (i)
the extent to which the systems, structures, and processes of open
innovation are intended to enable ‘serendipity’; (ii) the increase in
the number of open innovation activities where crowd-developed
hypotheses are physically tested (an interesting bridging of the
physical and digital); (iii) the professionalization of ‘serious
games’, and the interesting approach of ‘meta gamification’: the
embedding of a puzzle and/or activity, intended for engagement
with the crowd into a game and/or activity that is itself a preexisting networked platform; and (iv) the adoption of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and the possibility of ‘crowd-in-the-loop’ processes. Finally, we offer concluding remarks and discussion.

Open innovation: a network perspective
In a recent contribution, a strategic framework was introduced
that aligned crowdsourcing with more traditional elements of how
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the pharmaceutical industry looks beyond its organizational
boundaries [11]. What follows here is a brief recap of this framework, and some discussion on its applicability to open innovation
activities. Given that open innovation is the lens through which
the current work is presented (because of its more inclusive framing, as described earlier), it is appropriate to ensure that the
framework, as originally suggested, is consistent with this choice,
and to ensure that it is not theoretically lacking.
The grounding element of the framework is the
‘Organization’. This is defined as a collection of semi-autonomous ‘Actors’, engaged in ‘work’ that results in the delivery of a
service(s) or product(s) to customers. For this work, Actors not
formally part of the Organization, with no role in work directly
relating to the delivery of the service(s) or product(s) consumed by the Organizations customers, are to be considered
‘Other’.
Accordingly, one can arrange relationship patterns between
Organization and Other according to an abstract ‘coupling constant’. Such a coupling constant represents how closely connected
Organization is to Other, and relates novel crowdsourcing activities of the Other to more traditional approaches of insourcing
external innovation from the Other. In its original form, as presented, this contained four levels: (i) weakly coupled, (e.g., crowdsourcing activities); (ii) partially coupled (I) (e.g., consortia
participation); (iii) partially coupled (II), (e.g., academic collaboration and open innovation); and (iv) strong coupled (e.g., hosted
postdoctoral programs).
This is further summarized in Table 1, and more information
can be found in [11]. In revisiting this framework, the original four
elements remain consistent when viewed through the broader lens
of open innovation. As such, this framework provides leadership
within a life sciences environment a flexible structure for organizing, coordinating, and measuring the collective impact of open
innovation activities, of which ‘crowdsourcing’ and ‘citizen science’ might be activities that occur (indeed, this framework could
readily be used outside of a life sciences context with little or no
modification).
Ultimately, the suggested framework allows leadership to view
open innovation activities through a portfolio lens. The next
question to ask might be: how is a leader best able to measure
the success of both the portfolio, and the individual contributing
elements? Several recent contributions provide insight into this.
The first contribution, specifically focused on understanding
the impact of an open innovation platform [12], recognizes that
the process of drug discovery and development contains a natural
inflection point at the candidate pre- and post-selection event.
Work occurring before candidate selection has a distinct ‘learning
cycle’ characteristic of ‘plan–do–study–act’, and is applied to
possibly thousands of distinct molecular entities (small molecule
or biologic in nature). As a necessarily exploratory process at the
intersection of biological–chemical space, this work is nonlinear in
nature. This stands in distinct contrast to the process post-selection, wherein the focus is a well-defined single molecular entity
and measurement is grounded in clinical success/attrition. Given
this observation, the authors of [12] explore a general open innovation measurement structure comprising four elements: (i) investment; (ii) pipeline health; (iii) returns; and (iv) culture and
capabilities. Alternate measurement schemes have previously
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
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TABLE 1

Summary of a network perspective on open innovationa
Column heading

The four levels of networked open innovation

Weakly coupled (e.g., crowdsourcing)
[TD$INLE]
Partially coupled (I), (e.g., consortia participation)
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[TD$INLE]
Partially coupled (II), (e.g., academic collaboration)

[TD$INLE]

Strongly coupled, (e.g., hosted postdoctoral program)

[TD$INLE]

a

See [11] for more details.

been described [13] and could readily be layered onto the strategic
framework described herein.
An important facet of the framework is the orientation of the
Organization with respect to academic Other. This is especially
pertinent given that it has been shown that academic institutions
contribute most preapproval publications, with publication subject matter being closely aligned with the strength of the principal
investigator. This broadly supports the hypothesis that enhanced
investment and collaboration with the external academic community is likely to contribute to the more expedient discovery,
development, and ultimate approval of innovative medicines [14].

The current state of open innovation in practice: a
strategic perspective
Although theoretical discussions are important in providing a
common language to clearly transmit, with high fidelity, understandable intentions (e.g., between Organization and Other) [15],
what matters most is what is actually done. The format in which
companies engage ‘Other’ will differ between organizations and
depend crucially upon their objective(s). The following analysis is
intended to highlight the extent to which organizations are engaging in open innovation in a coordinated and strategic fashion.
This, in turn, could be an indication of the importance that
organizations are placing on these external-facing activities in
the service of their ultimate objectives: the discovery, development, and delivery of novel therapeutic agents.
To that end, we surveyed the top 20 biomedical companies,
those with revenues in excess of US$10 billion. For each company, we performed a simple web-based search, using the name
of the company as listed plus the phrase ‘open innovation’ and
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the DuckDuckGo engine. For each search performed, the first
page of results was explored, and the most relevant ‘artefact’
selected for inclusion in Table 2. Although such choices are
subjective, they were guided by the following criteria: (i) the
search result was the first most relevant result relating to an
open innovation activity; and (ii) the hit was on the first page of
the search results.
Results were explored with respect to the presence/absence of
the following three related items: (i) a link relating to open
innovation; (ii) within the link described in (i), a clear actionable
step for a citizen scientist to engage in; and (iii) the presence of a
well-articulated open innovation framework (OIF) that contains
all or most of the items described in our strategic network-oriented
framework (i.e. opportunities for external engagement at a variety
of different levels of ‘coupling’).
The results of this simple investigation are detailed in Table 2. It
was found that 65% (13/20) of the top 20 biomedical companies
had an easily discoverable web artefact relating to open innovation
and a clear actionable step for a citizen scientist to engage in [(i)
and (ii) above]. We should point out that we do not differentiate
‘levels of action’ within this category, and note a significant
amount of variance, from a simple ‘Contact Us’ option focused
on business development opportunities (e.g., www.amgenbd.
com/), through to access to tool compounds (e.g., www.
openinnovation.abbvie.com/web/compound-toolbox or Boehringer Ingelheim’s https://opnme.com/). We found that 25% (5/20)
of the top 20 biomedical companies by revenue have all three
items [(i–iii) described above].
Table 2 was initially populated on October 22, 2019, and then
re-checked on November 26, 2019. Interestingly, the original
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The top 20 biomedical companies by revenue, indicating the extent to which they have clear open innovation artefacts readily found
on the web, actionable next steps, and fully articulated open innovation strategiesa [12,16,17,68–71].

[TD$INLE]

a

Companies shaded green are XXXXX.
This rank is taken from a list of the largest biomedical companies by revenue, found here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_biomedical_companies_by_revenue (Accessed
October 22, 2019).
b
The most relevant hit on the first page of search results returned from a DuckDuckGo search for ‘company open innovation’ searches performed on October 22, 2019. Validated on
November 26, 2019: changes made to GSK and Novo Nordisk, as discussed in the main text.
c
Is there a meaningful activity for a ‘citizen scientist’ to engage in, directly from the website? For example, access a challenge, submit a contact request, etc.
d
Is there a readily apparent, clearly articulated OIF available from the open innovation artefact?
e
Consumer healthcare focused.
f
Interestingly, a search for ``Teva Open Innovation” returned the following: https://openinnovation.corteva.com/.
Shaded entries correspond to those that have all three of the following elements present: (1) A link on the visited website relating to Open Innovation; and (2) Within the link described in
(1) a clear actionable step for a citizen scientist to engage in, and (3) a well-articulated Open Innovation framework.
a

results from GSK and Novo Nordisk had changed, highlighting
that these web artefacts are: (i) dynamically evolving, and (ii) not
guaranteed to be persistent as resources, indeed the original link
from the GSK search generated in October no longer resolves (i.e.,
https://openinnovation.gsk.com/).
This is particularly pointed when considering the case of Eli Lilly
& Co. a pioneer of open innovation, with their early entry into,
and success with, the Open Innovation and Drug Discovery
(OIDD) platform, but for which seemingly no trace is now found
online, despite numerous earlier publications and an open way of
documenting available web resources [12,16,17] (e.g.: https://
openinnovation.lilly.com/dd/what-we-offer/). Unfortunately, organizational learning of this type is often lost as there is no
perceived benefit to it being shared externally. Indeed, there is
a large literature on the concept of the ‘selective reveal’, specific to
open innovation [18]. This is further highlighted by the fact that
only 15% of the companies in Table 2 (3/20) have published on
their open innovation approaches in peer-reviewed journals. Of
these three, only two have an easily discoverable web artefact
relating to open innovation, clear actionable steps for a citizen
scientist to engage in and a well-articulated OIF. This represents
10% (2/20) of the full set, and 40% (2/5) for those companies for
which all three criteria are satisfied.
It is interesting to explore those organizations for which all three
criteria are satisfied through the lens of historically benchmarked

composite metrics, such as the Pharmaceutical Innovation and
Inventiveness Index created and monitored by IDEA Pharma, a
global strategic consulting firm. They derive measures for innovation and inventiveness (https://www.ideapharma.com/pii), defining innovation as the ability of a company to bring products from
Phase I/II to market and successful commercialization, whereas
inventiveness examines pipeline novelty. Invention defined in this
way is a more forward-looking measure.
In examining the five organizations from Table 2 satisfying all
three criteria described above, we find that Bayer, Boehringer
Ingelheim, and the Merck Group appear to be laggards with
respect to both innovation and inventiveness as defined by this
index, whereas AstraZeneca leads the cohort with respect to inventiveness and is in the top 10 with Johnson & Johnson with
regards to Innovation. It might be possible, in the future, to
explore with respect to these indices, the performance of Bayer,
Boehringer Ingelheim, and the Merck Group (clear proponents of
open innovation) as a function of this inventiveness and innovation index.

The current state of open innovation in practice: a
tactical perspective
In the preceding section, we explored the wholesale adoption (or
not) of the use of open innovation as a strategic practice, at the
organizational level. Alternately, one could look at the more
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
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FIGURE 1

Results of PubMed searches using 'crowdsourcing' and 'open innovation' search terms with and without the qualifier 'pharma'. Shown are the number of papers
published between 2015 and 2020 for each of the categories indicated. (Data collected January 25, 2020.).

tactical use of open innovation and crowdsourcing, as reflected in
its reported use online and in the literature. To this end, we
performed PubMed searches using the key word terms: {crowdsourcing and open innovation} both with and without the additional qualifier ‘pharma.’ We focused our attention on 2015
through to 2020 simply because this was the last time, we, the
authors, explored this topic.
Figure 1 highlights an increase in the number of papers published since 2015 containing these terms both with and without
the ‘pharma.’ qualifier. The search term ‘open innovation’ showed
continued and increasing interest, although it is of course realistic
to expect that null results are not published, or more broadly
perhaps the practice of ‘selective revealing’ [18] is engaged in to
preserve a (perceived) competitive advantage. More sophisticated
text search analysis of different areas in which crowdsourcing
appears have been performed, and described the field as ‘nascent’
and having ‘high potential’ [19,20].
In addition to exploring the published material related to the
use of, engagement with, and experience of crowdsourcing and
open innovation by an organization, we looked at a variety of
platforms that are commonly used by organizations for crowdsourcing and open innovation activities. We focus our attention
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on the three largest such platforms: Kaggle, InnoCentive, and
DREAM.

Kaggle
Kaggle is an online community centered around participation in
machine-learning competitions. The site uses many facets of
gamification to enable and showcase mastery of the practice of
data science. Currently, the Kaggle website (www.kaggle.com)
shows 370 competitions, 11 of which were active at the time of
this publication, and none of those 11 are linked to healthcare. In
Table S1 in the supplemental information online, we present a
detailed view of all Kaggle competitions published online that
were in some way linked to the health sciences. The year 2019 saw
a large number of such competitions, primarily dealing with
disease detection and image analysis. Only a few pharmaceutical
companies (Boehringer Ingelheim, Merck, Pfizer, and Genentech)
have openly used the Kaggle platform for crowdsourcing activities. Two of these organizations contained all three items as
described in the previous section: an active weblink relating to
open innovation; within that link a clear actionable step for a
citizen scientist to engage in; and the presence of a well-articulated OIF. In general, a simple count from a public-facing online
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InnoCentive
InnoCentive is an online community, founded in 2001 as a
spinout from Eli Lilly and Co.’s Internet Incubator. It is a platform
wherein challenges are posted, and solvers submit solutions, and
the challenges span a range from those that can be assessed against
an objective assessment of ‘better’ or ‘correct’, through to a more
subjective evaluation. More historic details on the platform can be
found elsewhere [7].
Currently, only challenges from 2019–2020 are shown on the
InnoCentive website. In Table S2 in the supplemental information
online, we highlight the 49 challenges relating to healthcare. Of
those, seven are open and 42 are under evaluation. A white paper
published by InnoCentive during late 2019 highlighted the historic use of its platform in all phases of the drug discovery process
[22]. Exploring the public-facing data shows that two companies
have used this platform during the stated time period (AstraZeneca
and Merck), with one of them having used it ten times (across a
wide spectrum of problem classes) since 2017. Both of these
organizations have exhibited all three items we use to define
the presence of a fully realized open innovation strategy.

DREAM
Unlike the Kaggle and InnoCentive Crowdsourcing platforms that
host challenges across a wide spectrum of industries and sciences,
the DREAM challenges are focused on biology and medicine. These
challenges started in 2006 and are supported by Sage Bionetworks.
In a recent correspondence introducing the DREAM Malaria challenge, the authors not only highlight the potential of crowdsourcing, but also pointed to some biases with respect to disease areas
[23]. As such, they reported that, among the open Kaggle challenges at that time, only one was focusing on a disease, cancer, and
of the DREAM challenges, none focused on infectious diseases but
15 on cancer. Some of this might have to do with the ease of
availability of large data but is most likely a reflection of where
scientific focus is in general, and not a reflection of the applicability of crowdsourcing per se in certain areas. The DREAM challenges
are mostly organized by academia and not-for-profit organizations
and the incentives are mostly non-monetary in the form of coauthorship of highly ranked literature publications and conference attendance. AstraZeneca appears to be the only for-profit
pharmaceutical organization to have utilized a DREAM challenge,
further highlighting the commitment of this company for engagement with external Other(s).
Table S3 in the supplemental information online highlights
challenge title, launch and close dates, challenge poster, incentives

(where applicable), and participant numbers where stated. This
information was taken directly from the DREAM website (http://
dreamchallenges.org/). The DREAM challenges and the concept of
crowdsourcing have been reviewed more thoroughly elsewhere [24].
The concept of community and its role in advancing science is a key
theme running through the presentation of the DREAM challenges,
and this is further realized through the use of the Synapse platform
(www.synapse.org) to support transparent communication regarding the challenges, their progress, and community goals against the
stated aim.
BioMed X, an innovative incubator company, is another approach used by pharmaceutical companies to find innovative
solutions. The company currently lists Abbvie, Boehringer Ingelheim, Janssen, Johnson & Johnson, Merck, and Roche as sponsors
on its website (https://bio.mx/). BioMed X is active in a diverse set
of therapeutic areas, including oncology, immunology, neuroscience, and respiratory. Several projects have been completed. This
approach appears to be successful and is active, having announced
a new research program with Boehringer Ingelheim for schizophrenia and with Merck for autoimmune diseases.
In the context of the network-oriented strategic framework, the
above represent specific examples of ‘weakly correlated’ engagement: the interests of the participants engaging in open innovation might not be wholly aligned with that of the broader
organization, and the motivation might be driven by financial,
positional, or reputational considerations.

Precompetitive agreements or consortia
Another tactical avenue frequently explored by organizations is
that of precompetitive agreements or consortia. In these examples,
the interests of the parties are clearly more aligned, and we
described this earlier as an example of a ‘partially coupled’ networked interaction (Table 1). Here, we summarize several recently
published examples of such partially coupled Open innovation
activities.
The Investigative Toxicology Leaders Forum (ITLF) is working to
develop investigative toxicology concepts and practices for decision-making related to early safety [25]. Precompetitive agreements appear to be often used in cases of general scientific
interest where intellectual property is less of a concern. The Open
PHACTS Discovery Platform, which looks at the analysis of biological pathways, is one example in this area [26]. A very successful
consortium is the Structural Genomics Consortium (SGC), which
enabled a large number of new targets by solving and providing Xray structures to the community [27]. There are several cases where
companies share scientific probes and data with the community
[28]. The traditional drug discovery model is such that data sharing
between competitive organizations is not typically incentivized.
To allow data sharing even in these situations, a third party can be
set up as a trusted broker, who communicates between the parties
using a cheminformatic approach, for matched molecular pair
analysis [29].
Sometimes, these precompetitive collaborations are set up under the umbrella of a public–private partnership (PPP). One large
PPP is the Innovative Medicines Initiative (IMI) by the European
Union [30]. Several projects are part of the IMI, such as the UBIOPRED program, which addresses fundamental issues around
asthma [31] or eTOX, which generated 200 in silico models for
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
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resource might represent a lower bound on actual participation
because it is possible to host private competitions wherein the
organizational identity is blinded.
Data in Table S1 in the supplemental information online highlight a consistently high level of engagement between the Kaggle
community and healthcare-related competitions, with many competitions having >1000 actively participating teams. Given the
general level of enthusiasm for machine learning, data science,
and artificial intelligence (see later section), and the ability to
readily transform many problems in healthcare into a form tractable to analysis by data scientists [21], it is unsurprising that
participation in these competitions is high.
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diverse end-points of toxicological interest [32], and the European
Lead Factory (ELF), which has developed a large compound library
available for screening [33]. WIPO Re:Search is a PPP co-led by BIO
Ventures for Global Health (BVGH) and the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO). WIPO Re:Search supports research
for neglected tropical diseases, an area of limited commercial
incentives but high unmet need [34].
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Future trends: opportunities and challenges
Here, we synthesize some interesting future trends, highlighting
opportunities and possible challenges with respect to the use of
open innovation within a pharmaceutical context, specifically
drug discovery and development. The presentation of these trends
is subjective, and necessarily reflect our own interests and exposure. They are not intended to be comprehensive, but instead
suggestive of possible areas for accelerating the adoption, application, and hoped for success of open innovation within drug
discovery and development.

Drug Discovery Today  Volume 25, Number 12  December 2020

Serendipity in science
The dichotomy of exploitation versus exploration remains a useful
construct from the management literature to view most research
activities [35,36]. Novel findings, almost tautologically, exist at the
intersection of what we currently know (and have incorporated
into a world view, or ‘global understanding’), and what we are
beginning to know. When the novel finding and/or understanding
is of a surprising nature, or is somewhat unexpected, it is described
as serendipitous in its nature, and, if popularized, a lore around
said discovery becomes as important as the discovery itself (consider, for instance, Alexander Fleming’s discovery of penicillin [37]
or Barry Marshall’s identification of gut bacteria as a principal
source of stomach ulceration [38]).
Recently, several academics have begun to explore serendipity
rigorously, providing frameworks and taxonomies to categorize
and ground the concept epistemologically [39–41]. Such foundational scholarship is crucial as we look to understand the conditions required to best enhance for the likelihood of serendipitous
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FIGURE 2

Schematic of a 'Human-in-the-loop' Design–Make–Test–Analyze' (DMTA) cycle in drug discovery.
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‘Turtles all the way down’ [45]
In a previous contribution, open innovation tactics were described
that borrow elements of games (gamification), to marshal, contain, and facilitate the production of novel insight to scientific
problems [46]. The interested reader is referred to [47,48] for a
more recent summary of the use of ‘Scientific Discovery Games’
(SDG) in the context of biomedical research.
Of particular note in recent developments regarding gamification is the use of gaming contexts to host meta-gaming challenges,
that themselves encode actual science. This is spearheaded by the
MMOS program (www.mmos.ch; a project of the GAPARS Horizon
2020 Grant), which looks to connect scientific research and video
games as a seamless gaming experience. The creation of an image
classification mini-game, and its embedding into the popular EVE
Online platform saw participation of >300 000 gamers providing
>30 million classifications of fluorescence microscopy images. In
addition, the developers of the mini-game were able to combine
annotations of the participants with deep learning methodologies
to create readily improvable image classification models [49].
This represents an alternate open innovation tactic, that of
packaging the act of science, and embedding it in a place of high
foot traffic (taking advantage of the ‘platform’ presented) [50]. To
our knowledge, at this time, no major pharmaceutical company is
participating in such activities.

Bridging the digital divide
How readily can one translate novel crowd-sourced/open innovation insights into actual testable physically manifest science? The
EteRNA platform allows participants to remotely perform experiments to verify computational predictions of how RNA molecules
fold. Not only has the problem of RNA folding been abstracted to

an engaging game open to non-subject matter experts, but the
translation of the creation of digital insight has also been made
manifest in the real world [51,52]. Recently, this approach was
brought to scale, leveraging crowdsourced RNA design to enable
the discovery of reversible, efficient, and diverse self-contained
molecular sensors [53].

Artificial intelligence and ‘crowd-in-the-loop’
Recent advances in computer science and the dramatic increase in
the amount of, often publicly, available data resulted in the
increased use of machine-learning techniques and the introduction of what is summarized by the buzz-word of artificial intelligence (AI). As such, as in many high-technology fields, the
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry is exploring the potential of AI with respect to drug discovery. There are examples of
AI techniques being used in all stages of drug discovery, from
target identification [54] to lead identification and lead optimization [55,56], compound synthesis planning [57,58], and chemical
synthesis [59,60] as well as appearing in differing aspects of clinical
trials [61–63]. The use of AI could drastically revolutionize the drug
discovery process and the sheer number of newly founded companies leveraging such technology is a barometer for the excitement and opportunity surrounding AI [64].
The recent and balanced perspective highlighting five ‘grand
challenges’ facing the use of AI in drug design is a good start for a
comprehensive overview [55]. What is highlighted is that, unlike
in the fields of image and natural language processing, wherein AI
does a good job in an unsupervised fashion, the complexity of
drug design and paucity of relevant and appropriately annotated
data suggest that there will be optimal use of AI approaches in
direct ‘collaboration’ with human actors. As such, AI-enabled
workflows with ‘human-in-the-loop’ elements could yield benefits, reducing cycle times (see, for example, the recent prospective
application of deep learning and human selection/prioritization
approaches to the development of DDR1 inhibitors [65]). One
could imagine, at least conceptually, a significantly automated
design-make-test-analyze cycle with a varying degree of human
intervention (Fig. 2).
Speculatively, one wanders to what extent a ‘crowd-in-the-loop’
enabled process would even further boost performance and outcomes, wherein ‘human’ intervention is generalized to input from
a crowd. It has been suggested that such ‘human computation’
strategies can be deployed on problems of arbitrary complexity,
and might even be considered the natural endpoint of the innovation in crowdsourcing and open innovation we continue to
witness [66].

Concluding remarks
Here, we have revisited a previously posited strategic framework
through the lens of open innovation. This framework provides
leadership within drug discovery and development an ability to
orient and manage ongoing research activities along a networked
continuum, leveraging a portfolio approach. Using this framework, along with an objective checklist, it is observed that a
quarter of the top 20 biomedical companies (by revenue) have
public-facing comprehensive open innovation strategies consistent with this framework, and the use and participation in open
innovation practices continues to grow.
www.drugdiscoverytoday.com
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discovery outcomes. This was recognized during the recent allocation of a sizeable grant from the European Research Council (1.4
million; $1.6 million)) to gather evidence on the role of serendipity in science [42]. The recognition of these developments is
important for practitioners of open innovation, because, as observed: ‘A serendipitous discovery process may involve several
unexpected observations and events, and may entail the formation of a network of interactions between individuals from various
communities, backgrounds, and even times.’ [39].
This is precisely the environment constructed, the space held,
when an organization enters into any kind of mediated interaction
with ‘Other’, as described by our network-oriented OIF. This
remains conjecture at present (that such structures are sufficient
to enrich for the likelihood of serendipitous discovery), but organizations would perhaps benefit from ensuring that networked
interactions are viewed in as broad a perspective as possible, to
ensure that such possibilities did not go unexplored (a recent
example, with serendipitous discovery as a goal can be found in
[43]).
In general, constructing open innovation activities ensuring a
perspective of ‘generative doubt’ [44] might be of utility; this
would represent a purposeful search for understanding, while
recognizing the limitation of what is currently known. Again,
such thinking makes what was historically difficult to define or
‘handle’, somewhat more tangible and amenable to intentional
design.
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Indeed, since the original submission of this work, the use of
open innovation has been applied in a variety of ways to contribute to the effort of understanding the ongoing Coronavirus
2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. Specifically, scientists have rallied
to crowdsourcing platforms, such as folding@home (https://
foldingathome.org/), to donate computer cycle time to the problem of simulating biomolecular interactions implicit in the virus
pathology, and in the design of novel inhibitors (e.g., https://
covid.postera.ai/covid) [67]. In addition, several COVID-19-related challenges have been added to the three platforms, Kaggle,
InnoCentive, and DREAM, discussed in this work. In general,
these challenges have focused on forecasting, gamification efforts
to attempt to prevent or diminish the spread of the virus, and
strategies to find the most useful solutions or services for people
impacted by COVID-19. SageBionetworks is also hosting a
COVID-19 electronic health records challenge, to help identify
risk factors leading to positive test results. In general, these
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challenges represent the platforms and their owners themselves
wanting to contribute their participants time and effort, and do
not reflect the use of drug discovery companies themselves using
these platforms.
We conclude with a variety of adjacent future trends being
highlighted. These are speculative and inherently subjective,
reflecting our interests and exposure, but all of which might
contribute to an increased adoption and application of open
innovation in drug discovery and development.
The use of open innovation approaches continues to grow, and
it is our expectation that the comprehensive practice of organizing
activities to engage the ‘Other’ will remain a robust component of
the strategy of any high-performing organization.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the
online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.drudis.2020.09.020.
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